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Mural Art Initiative- About the Project 

The Conrad Chamber-Main Street Committee (referred to as “CCMS” in the body of this document) is 

requesting proposals from artists interested in creating a commissioned public mural in downtown Conrad, 

IA. This project is a community and donation funded initiative intended to honor the heritage of the rural 

town of Conrad in a way that can be appreciated by visitors and citizens alike.  

The design concept has already been selected, based on community votes; it is attached as page 3 of this 

document. While we expect a degree of artistic license to be evident in the final mural, we anticipate the 

major style and design components to closely reflect the original submittal. Also, in reference to the 

method of installment, we are interested in mounting the mural using several panels. This decision will be 

made based on recommendations from past experiences of submitters and the specific needs of this 

project. The approximate size for this project is 40ft wide x 20ft in height, subject to change depending on 

artistic rendition and proportional adjustments.         

The Mural Design Sub-Committee will review proposals and make a recommendation for approval to the 

Conrad Chamber-Main Street Committee. The CCMS will ultimately seek authorization for the artwork from 

the City of Conrad and a private business owner. The site will be chosen based on proximity to main street, 

aesthetic beautification needs, and logistic accessibility.    

 

Project Goals 

The goals of the Mural Design Sub-Committee are: 

1. Utilize existing wall spaces to beautify areas of downtown 

2. Use art as a landmark to visually connect visitors to our area 

3. Educate visitors and new community members about the rich history of Conrad 

 

Eligibility 

Proposals are open to all mural artists or a team of collaborative artists, over 18 years of age, and within 

250 miles of Conrad, IA. We prefer to support our local Iowa and Midwest artists in this endeavor.   
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Evaluation Criteria 

1. The ability to maintain style and integrity of design previously voted upon and approved by 

community members and Conrad Chamber-Main Street.  

2. The selected artist has examples of previous works that demonstrate excellence in accurately 

representing a given design concept. The committee would like to evaluate the artists’ previous 

public art projects of similar scope and nature.  

3. The artwork, materials, and installation are high-quality and durable; must be able to withstand 

harsh outdoor conditions for at least five years before major maintenance is required.  

4. The submitted budget is competitive, reasonable, and fair to both parties. 

Budget and Payment 

Conrad Chamber-Main Street will cover artist fees, material cost, and other costs involved in the fabrication 

and installation of the mural. The CCMS Mural Design Sub-Committee will carefully consider the budget 

submitted when making its selection. The artist will receive payment for materials and other costs, as 

outlined in the budget, considering execution meets expectations of the proposal. Artist fees will be paid 

upon the completion and inspection of the final work.    

 

Terms of Submission 

By submitting your proposal, you agree (if selected) to create and install the final mural on or before         

May 11, 2016. 

Proposal should include, at minimum: 

1. Contact information and artist statement 

2. Samples of previous work(s) that were based on a given piece of art/concept, including artistic 

style, size, cost, and materials/installations  

3. Wall preparation plan, to include cleaning and/or panel mounting needs  

4. A maintenance plan to achieve Evaluation Criteria #3, above including maintenance cost estimates 

5. Itemized Budget including, but not limited to: artist(s) labor fee, wall surface preparation, mural 

protection, material and supply cost, travel-related expenses if applicable, and any other related 

expenses to be covered in cost of project 

6. Timetable (considering required completion date above) 

7. 3 copies of proposal must be submitted by mail or in person (no faxed or email copies) to: 

 

Conrad Chamber-Main Street 

P.O. Box 414 

Conrad, IA 50621 

Proposal packet must be received at address above no later than November 25, 2015. 

Any questions should be directed to Mural Design Sub-Committee Co-Chair, Mary Beth Hines, at             

(641) 366-2165. 
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